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The Tallyweb administration system is an online system, that can handle and service all types 
of guests at a campsite or marina, regardless of whether they are visitors or residents with 
own account/code.

The system can run independently, so guests register check in and payment via self-service 
on a smartphone, payment machine or info sign. Here it is also possible to purchase services 
such as power, access to bathing or washing facilities, cranes or merely access to buildings. 
The guests can follow their consumption via smartphone. 

Residents have their own account, they can access from a PC or smartphone. Here they can 
keep track of their consumption, add money to their account, or choose automatic follow up. 
Units for e.g. power reading on pedestals/boards and access control are connected via radio 
signals and are therefore very reliable and can cover large distances. 

With Tallyweb the guests are servicing themselves. This frees up resources for administration 
and control, so you save both time and money. 

Tallyweb includes finance control, accessed via the administration module. 

Read more about Tallyweb on tallykey.dk
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SERVICE ALL KINDS OF GUESTS WITH  
THE REVOLUTIONISING ADMINISTRATION  
SYSTEM  

TALLYWEB
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TALLYWEB DETAILS:

Payment machine. Self-service where you 
purchase stays and services using credit 
card and get a code on SMS, and or a label 
to place on camper/boat or receipt.

Info sign with link and QR code to a pay-
ment page – free solution with check-in 
and payment for stays.

Admin-module where you can edit info,  
create news and have the full financial  
overview on your PC, tablet or mobile.

Power self-service with individual code.  
Pay according to consumption or in  
packages. No consumption without  
payment.

Self-service for water. With payment or  
access that automatically shuts down, so 
you avoid excess consumption.

Purchase stays/check-in. Turn on/off  
power from smartphone and keep an eye  
on the consumption.

Access control with code and touch-free  
card reader, which can be mounted on the 
door, gate, bathroom, washing room,  
crane etc. 

Use touch-free card instead of code.  Free support is part of a subscription so no 
unforeseen cost.


